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14th – 16th February 2020 
Winter hill walking 
Snowdonia 

Indoors & group-catering • Age 16+  
32 places • Cost ~ £55 (TBC)

Base will be the Yr Hafod Scout Centre 
in the Snowdonia National Park. This 
well-equipped centre is close to Ogwen 
Cottage under Yr Garn and provides 
access to both the Glyder and the 
Carneddau mountain ranges right on 
the doorstep or a short trip round to 
Snowdon. North Wales often provides 
great winter conditions and a huge 
variety of walks and scrambles are still 
on offer even if the weather isn’t wintry.  

This is a genuine mountaineering 
trip aimed at the more adventurous 
requiring suitable kit, fitness and 
experience, hence the 16+ age limit.
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27th – 29th September 2019
Hill walking 
Brecon Beacon

Camping & self-catering • Age 14+ 
32 places  • Cost £30

Our camping base will be Plas Dolygaer 
scout activity centre in the heart of the 
Brecon Beaons. On our doorsetp is the 
classic Neuadd Horseshoe, which takes 
in all the iconic tops in the National Park 
and it’s and ideal area for those new to 
Hill walking or younger members. It’s 
also classic DofE expedition teritory so a 
chance to get in some familiarisation for 
those looking to do their Gold.

Apologies for those expecting a joint 
trip with the county climbing team. This 
plan had to be dropped due to logisitcal 
issues but we expect it to be back in the 
programme in 2020.

22nd – 25th May 2020
Hill walking & Wild camping 
Lake District

Camping & self-catering • Age 14+ 
32 places  • Cost ~ £40 (TBC)

Base will be confirmed closer to the 
time but will be in the Lake District. 

The plan is to use the longer Bank 
Holiday weekend to incorporate a wild 
camp in the hills, for those that want to. 
There will also be an option to do some 
scrambling, as well as hill walking of 
course.

The programme will be updated in 
the New Year once details have been 
confirmed.

8th – 10th November 2019  
Training & assessments 
Snowdonia

Indoors & group-catering • Age 16+ 
15 places • Cost ~ £65 (TBC)

This trip is predominantly for 
adults who require a hill walking 
assessments, either first-time 
applicants or those needing to renew 
or upgrade their existing permit. 
It is also open to anyone (including 
under 18s) who aspires to gaining a hill 
walking permit in the future and would 
like formal training, advice or log book 
experience. 
There will also be an evening session on 
Friday 4th October at Hopehill campsite 
as part of the assessment process.
Please email us at anytime if you are 
interested in becoming a Hill walking 
permit holder.
Further information about the process for 
hill walking assessment can be found on 
the IMC website.
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